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Name: 

Spelling Words

2 0 0 2 9 4

Answer the questions. 

1. What is the base word of collaborator? _______________________

2. Which word has the prefix pro- and the suffix -or? _______________________

3. Which word has the /ch/ sound in the third syllable? _______________________

4. In the word gladiator, the letter a makes how many different sounds? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. an official recorder or keeper of records _______________________

6. a person who travels often, especially to work _______________________

7. a member of a jury    _______________________

8. one who meets certain requirements _______________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.  o m m c e n t t r a o hint: a person who reports news or events _______________________

10.  n i p e s c t r o hint: a person who looks closely at something _______________________

11.  o r o c i n d a o r t hint: a person who is in charge of organizing _______________________

12.  u b r l a r g hint: someone who steals things _______________________

inspector
contractor 
burglar 
juror
broadcaster
registrar
foreigner

Spelling Words Review Words

appropriate
announcements 
attachment

counterfeiter 
benefactor

Challenge Words

admirer 
borrower
qualifier
professor
coordinator
commuter
choreographer 

gladiator
collaborator
commentator
adventurer
contender
customer

Spelling List F-23: Suffixes: -ar, -er, -or
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Talia had always been an ______________________ of the actress, so she was ecstatic when 
  she met her.

14.  Grandma is not used to all the new technology and she always says she feels like a  
  ______________________ when she uses a computer.

15.  If you take out a loan from a bank, you are a ______________________.

16.  The racehorse was a serious ______________________ for the Kentucky Derby until she got hurt.

17.  There was a leak in our bathroom, so we called the ______________________ to come take a look.

18.  The ______________________ began her career as a dancer and then shifted her focus to  
  choreography.  

19.  The ______________________ asked for change for a twenty-dollar bill.

20.  We lost power during a storm, so we had to get our news from the radio  

  ______________________.

Answer the questions. 

21.  How many schwa sounds are in the word announcements? ___________________________

22.  Which review word has four syllables? ___________________________

23.  In the word attachment, how many different sounds  
  does the a make? ___________________________

24.  How many syllables are in the word counterfeiter? ___________________________

25.  How many schwa sounds are in the word benefactor? ___________________________

borrower
contender

admirer
customer

contractor
foreigner

choreographer
broadcaster 

Spelling List F-23: Suffixes: -ar, -er, -or



Answer the questions. 

1. What is the base word of collaborator? _______________________

2. Which word has the prefix pro- and the suffix -or? _______________________

3. Which word has the /ch/ sound in the third syllable? _______________________

4. In the word gladiator, the letter a makes how many different sounds? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. an official recorder or keeper of records _______________________

6. a person who travels often, especially to work _______________________

7. a member of a jury    _______________________

8. one who meets certain requirements _______________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.  o m m c e n t t r a o hint: a person who reports news or events _______________________

10.  n i p e s c t r o hint: a person who looks closely at something _______________________

11.  o r o c i n d a o r t hint: a person who is in charge of organizing _______________________

12.  u b r l a r g hint: someone who steals things _______________________
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collaborate

professor

adventurer

two

registrar

commuter

juror

qualifier

commentator

inspector

coordinator

burglar

Spelling List F-23: Suffixes: -ar, -er, -orANSWER KEY

inspector
contractor 
burglar 
juror
broadcaster
registrar
foreigner

Spelling Words Review Words

appropriate
announcements 
attachment

counterfeiter 
benefactor

Challenge Words

admirer 
borrower
qualifier
professor
coordinator
commuter
choreographer 

gladiator
collaborator
commentator
adventurer
contender
customer



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Talia had always been an ______________________ of the actress, so she was ecstatic when 
  she met her.

14.  Grandma is not used to all the new technology and she always says she feels like a  
  ______________________ when she uses a computer.

15.  If you take out a loan from a bank, you are a ______________________.

16.  The racehorse was a serious ______________________ for the Kentucky Derby until she got hurt.

17.  There was a leak in our bathroom, so we called the ______________________ to come take a look.

18.  The ______________________ began her career as a dancer and then shifted her focus to  
  choreography.  

19.  The ______________________ asked for change for a twenty-dollar bill.

20.  We lost power during a storm, so we had to get our news from the radio  

  ______________________.

Answer the questions. 

21.  How many schwa sounds are in the word announcements? ___________________________

22.  Which review word has four syllables? ___________________________

23.  In the word attachment, how many different sounds  
  does the a make? ___________________________

24.  How many syllables are in the word counterfeiter? ___________________________

25.  How many schwa sounds are in the word benefactor? ___________________________
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admirer

foreigner

borrower

contender

contractor

choreographer

customer

broadcaster

two

appropriate

 
two

four

two

Spelling List F-23: Suffixes: -ar, -er, -orANSWER KEY

borrower
contender

admirer
customer

contractor
foreigner

choreographer
broadcaster 


